Lost

Gone

Just out from the blue
i didn’t have a clue
you came to me
Filling a cold shell with a life
your city, our desire
there’s no return

She said:
This is the purest affection
we need no direction
can’t take us away from here
‘cause we’re lost and gone
You said you couldn’t see
but we were never meant to be
there comes the rain
All those things that you gave
they were all worth the pain
some things remain

This is the purest affection
there is no direction
can’t take us away from here
‘cause we’re lost and gone
This is the purest affection
give me the direction
take me away from here
‘cause i’m lost and gone

In Decay

Still Shimmering
while hauled through the dark
Shackled down by the ones
who stole all the trust from you
Even if there’s a way
to see why they brought this pain
so soon flame’s wilting away
There’s no way they’ll ever see
what the purest heart should be
Torn apart by a traitors fleet
the flesh you were sculpt (from)
and now they’re here for blood again

Tonight
devouring air
through despair
Poison filling blackened kind
let the leeches fall
There’s no way they’ll ever see
what the purest heart should be
Torn apart by a traitors fleet
the flesh you were sculpt (from)
and when all the lights are gone
prey’s been ripped away
Something’s hidden in decay
and by a dawn
at the soothest time

(from the ravine within your soul I’ll come)
For you

Face The Light

Once again
There’s something in the air
It’s moving on
Feeding rusty chain
Falling through the memories
For now the pain stays away

All those years
Waiting to be heard
Frozen by the sun
Hiding next to fear
Oh, what you’ve felt before
No need to crawl anymore
Face the light
Through your night
All those shadows just bleeding away
No one can hold you - Not anymore
You should take what you’ve been looking for

I felt you in a dream while drifting through
The final smile
Last thing from you
All what we’ve felt before
Could this be the cure?
Face the light
Through your night
All those shadows just bleeding away
No one will hold you - Not anymore
You should take what you came for

Conceiving Doom

Walking on left side of the trail
to feel black blood rushing again
where is the warmth of devotion tonight?
Followed by the
the síght
what is waiting
so eager to

waves of peril
is gone
to be faced
be seen?

Marching down
red beams
burning life to the ground
Only if there’d be a way
to make you feel
Light that you’re holding under rage and fear
should go on way beyond
but you’ll never let it be
from a sour void you can’t flee
From the deepest hideout in your soul
you’re reaching for a home
while wreaking anger without single sign from the past
Should I let you go?
what’s the price to be free?
one day you will see
you’ve been changing me

Already the den has fallen apart
behind your mask
conceiving doom

If one thing is clear
you’re out here to defy
still deflating me
We will never be the same
fucked by a vicious game
again
-

this is the end of our trail
beaten by the waves of peril
life’s been burnt to the ground
it’s time to go

Exhaling the coldest fire of vast and pure despair
bleeding the bitter air
in cadence of your rumbling end
From the deepest hideout in your soul
you’re reaching for a home
While wreaking anger without single sign from the past
Should I let
what’s the price
One day you
You’ve been

:

you go?
to be free?
will see
changing
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